In this section, we confront our model with actual data via indirect inference (or simulated method of moments). Thereby, instead of imposing a set of key model parameters (  ) from prior literature, we estimate selected model parameters from Compustat data and assess the fit of our proposed model.
Section A: Model Estimation
In this section, we confront our model with actual data via indirect inference (or simulated method of moments). Thereby, instead of imposing a set of key model parameters (  ) from prior literature, we estimate selected model parameters from Compustat data and assess the fit of our proposed model.
We estimate the shock process parameters ( z ,  ,   ), depreciation (  ), and the convex adjustment cost parameter ( ) by minimizing the distance between a set of simulated moments 
where S is the number of simulations and W is a weighting matrix.
We attempt to match six moments to identify our five free parameters. 3 The market-to-book ratio helps to pin down the average profitability value ( z ). The standard deviation of cash flow from operations scaled by beginning of period capital contributes to the identification of the volatility of the profitability process (   ). The autocorrelation of cash flow from operations helps to pin down the persistence of the profitability process (  ). The average of investment scaled by beginning of period capital contributes to the identification of the depreciation rate (  ). The volatility of investment scaled by beginning of period capital and the autocorrelation of investment identify the adjustment cost parameter ( ).
Our moments intentionally exclude earnings information. All moments can be constructed from cash flow data (for a summary of moment definitions refer to Table A1 ). Hence, we do not confound our estimation with accounting influences (e.g., accounting conservatism in earnings). All moments are calculated at the firm level to discard across-firm heterogeneity.
Our estimation then proceeds as follows. We estimate the data moments once. To obtain the model moments, we solve our model for a given set of parameter values. Given the optimal investment behavior (solution), we simulate 125 time-series observations of which we discard the first 100 to avoid influence from initial values. We calculate the corresponding moments for this simulated series. We repeat this simulation step 10,000 S  times (i.e., we simulate a panel of 10,000 firms with 25 observations per firm). We average the estimated moments across the S simulations. Now, we compare the weighted distance between the data moments and the simulated moments. 4 We employ a global optimization routine (genetic algorithm) to find the combination of model parameters that minimizes the weighted difference. Table A1 presents the data moments and model moments of our estimated model. We note that our model is able to match all six moments with the five free parameters reasonably well. The corresponding parameter estimates are shown in Table A2 . The parameters are reasonably close to our simulation values and prior literature. 5 Using the estimated instead of our simulation parameters does not qualitatively alter our prior model predictions. Given this close correspondence, we present our model implications in the main paper using the calibrated parameters, which are explicitly chosen 4 We use the identity matrix as our weighting matrix to avoid undue influence of more precisely estimated but less interesting moments (e.g., Asker et al. [2014] ). For the standard error calculation and over-identification test, we use the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the simulated moments. 5 The (approximate) standard errors of some of the estimated parameters are fairly large, suggesting the chosen moments may not uniquely identify the model parameters. In untabulated results, we find estimating the payoff-function concavity instead of the mean-profitability parameter tends to yield more precise estimates.
such that there is no bunching at the bounds of the capital grid, avoiding artificial nonlinearities due to an unintentionally restricted choice set.
6 Table A3 provides a model fit comparison of our main model (time-to-build and convex capital adjustment costs) with alternative models without short-run adjustment frictions or only one of our two adjustment frictions (time-to-build or convex capital adjustment costs). We note that although our main model matches the data moments quite closely, the over-identification test soundly rejects the hypothesis that the actual data is produced by our proposed model. This, however, in general is a tough hurdle to jump over for a parsimonious model. Moreover, our choice of the weighting matrices makes the hurdle even more challenging. Notably, we estimate our parameters using the identity matrix (following Asker, Collard-Wexler, and De Loecker [2014] ), whereas we assess their fit using the variance-covariance matrix of the simulated parameters. This clearly contributes to the rejection, as we have not chosen the "optimal" parameters for the variance-covariance matrix used in the over-identification test. Accordingly, we do not view the J-statistics as an informative absolute criterion of model fit in our case, but rather as a way to document the gradual improvement of fit as we add additional frictions to our model (e.g., Andrews and Lu [2001] ). Focusing on the relative fit, we find that our main model provides the best fit of all four alternatives; notably, this conclusion is not merely a result of additional parameters.
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Section B: Model Comparison
Our model combines uncertainty about future profitability with two short-run adjustment frictions (time-to-build and convex adjustment costs). To transparently document which of our model 6 More generally, our model predictions and inferences are robust to varying the fundamental parameters of our model within reasonable bounds. Specific comparative statics of our model with respect to key parameter values are depicted in Figure 10 . 7 For example, consider Models 3 and 4. Both models exhibit the same number of parameters. However, Model 4 contains one more friction (i.e., a lag between investment decisions and installation of capital) than Model 3. This friction, rather than a greater number of degrees of freedoms, contributes to the superior fit of Model 4 over Model 3.
features contributes to the distinct patterns generated by our main model, we estimate three further models. Model 1 abstracts away from both adjustment frictions and merely focuses on the effect of optimal investment given uncertainty. Model 2 adds a one-period time-to-build to the setup in Model 1. Model 3 adds a convex adjustment cost to the setting in Model 1. Model 4 is our main model that combines investment under uncertainty given one-period time-to-build and convex adjustment costs. Table A4 provides a comparison of the (untargeted) earnings-return properties/moments generated by these four models.
Optimal investment under uncertainty but absent any adjustment frictions (Model 1) produces convex earnings-return and investment-return relations. Hence, optimal decision making without adjustment frictions can immediately alleviate negative shocks and capitalize on positive shocks (e.g., Hemmer and Labro [2018] ). Despite the counterfactual earnings/investment-return relations,
Model 1 already generates a number of earnings and return patterns documented by our full model and found in the data (e.g., the conditional time-series pattern of earnings changes and cross-sectional earnings-response coefficient patterns).
The introduction of a one-period time-to-build (i.e., a fixed production factor) turns the earnings-return and the cash flow from operations-return relations from convex to concave (Model 2).
Hence, a short-run fixed production factor binds the manager's hand in the short-run but allows longrun adjustments causing a concave earnings-return relation. Notably, the investment-return relation is still convex as there are no adjustment costs to investment. Hence, investment is optimally chosen in the current period after observing the current shock just as in Model 1. The only difference is that the investment only results in capital adjustments at the beginning of the next instead of the current period. Despite the counterfactual convex investment-return relation, Model 2 already generates many of our patterns of interest.
An investment model with uncertainty and convex capital adjustment costs (Model 3) turns the investment-return relation from convex to concave, consistent with conservative investment behavior given uncertainty and partial irreversibility (e.g., Dixit and Pindyck [1994] , Bloom, Bond, and Van Reenen [2007] ). The model also generates the increasing relationship between the earnings-return concavity and the volatility of firms' profitability. Thus, a model with uncertainty and capital adjustment costs-with instantaneous capital adjustment-already generates most of the patterns documented with our main model (Model 4). This indicates that the adjustment cost friction is sufficient to dampen the short-run capital adjustment response by the firm such that the earningsresponse relation turns concave.
Section C: Accruals Model
In this section, we extend our basic model to explicitly incorporate working capital as an input in the production process complementary to capital (Wu, Zhang, and Zhang [2010] ; Gonçalves, Xue, and Zhang [2017] ). In particular, we reformulate the dynamic decision problem as follows:
where t w denotes working capital in period t. Hence, the manager not only decides how much to invest in capital but also how much to invest in working capital. Current period cash flow is defined as follows:
The payoff from the production process is defined as:
where v denotes the returns to scale of working capital. We assume that working capital adjustments do not cause any adjustment costs (apart from the working capital investment cost) but take one period to be restocked (time-to-build). We further assume that working capital is fully consumed within one period.
Assuming that next period's working capital is paid for in this period but only used and expensed in the next period, we can define working capital accruals as:
i.e., the expense of this period's used working capital (or synonymously, last period's accrued working capital investment) and the accrual of next period's stocked working capital (or synonymously, this period's working capital investment). This provides a natural definition of the accrual process similar to Bloomfield, Gerakos, and Kovrijnykh [2017] and Nikolaev [2018] .
To simulate this model, we need to add a discrete working capital grid to our previous state variables. Given that the additional state variable increased the dimensionality of the dynamic decision problem notably, we use rather coarse profitability (1010), capital (100100), and working capital (5050) grids to be able to solve for the policy function via the slow but robust value function iteration approach. We set the returns to scale of working capital to a low value of
to reflect that working capital is a necessary but per se not a very productive input factor.
Section D: Further Results
Concavities
The patterns in the actual data closely mirror the patterns generated by our model-generated data. In particular, our model-generated data suggests that earnings, cash flow from operations, accruals, and investment exhibit a significant concavity in their relation with returns. Table A5 presents the corresponding estimates of piecewise-linear regressions in the actual data in the vein of Basu [1997] . Unsurprisingly, we find that earnings, cash flow from operations, and accruals exhibit a concave relation to returns characterized by a stronger association with negative than positive returns (e.g., Basu [1997] ; Collins, Hribar, and Tian [2014] ). More interestingly, we find that investment proxies such as the investment-to-assets ratio (Lyandres, Sun, and Zhang [2008] ), investment growth (Xing [2008] ), and cash flow from investing activities also exhibit a concave relationship with returns (e.g., Papadakis [2007] ). This empirical pattern is consistent with our model prediction and suggests the existence of (convex) capital adjustment costs. Given the close connection between capital investments and accruals (e.g., Wu, Zhang, and Zhang [2010] ; Arif, Marshall, and Yohn [2016] ), the investment concavity suggests that accruals (especially working capital accruals) naturally exhibit a concave relation with returns as predicted by our model and documented in the data.
Decomposition
The decomposition of the earnings-return concavity as measured by the Basu [1997] coefficient into conditional covariances and conditional variances further supports the descriptive validity of our proposed model (Table A6 ). In particular, we find that the covariance between earnings and returns at the firm level is larger for negative than for positive returns. We further find that the variance of returns is substantially larger for positive than for negative returns (e.g., Dutta and Patatoukas [2017] ).
This not only is inconsistent with the assumption made in Ball, Kothari, and Nikolaev [2013] , but also highlights the role of expansion and contraction options in return patterns (e.g., Del Viva, Kasanen, and Trigeorgis [2017] ). Together, the asymmetry in the numerator (conditional covariance difference) and the denominator (conditional variance difference) contribute to the well-known earnings-return concavity. However, the denominator, i.e., the conditional variance influence, is the greater contributor in the actual data. This is consistent with the patterns generated by our model and seems inconsistent with an accounting-based explanation. Notably, the accounting-based explanation relates to the conditional covariance difference (numerator) but not to the conditional return variance difference (denominator) (e.g., Ball, Kothari, and Nikolaev [2013] ).
Non-parametric patterns
Lastly, we document nonlinear patterns of earnings-response coefficients and the earningsreturn concavity generated by our model closely align with the corresponding patterns in the actual data. In particular, Figure A2 shows similar flexible polynomial functions of returns and earnings surprises or earnings (scaled by lagged price) and returns in the model-generated and the actual data.
Moreover, Figure A2 documents a similar non-parametric relation between firm-level earnings-return concavity estimates (as measured by the Basu [1997] coefficient) and earnings volatility in the modelgenerated and the actual data. Similarly, Figure A2 shows a close correspondence of the nonparametric relations between firm-level earnings-response coefficient estimates, earnings volatility, and market-to-book ratios in the model-generated and the actual data.
Section E: Model Features and Omissions
In this section, we briefly review the key features and omissions of our simple dynamic investment model.
Features
Our model features a production process with one fixed production factor. While this seems restrictive, we note that expressing the payoffs of the production process (rather than production itself) as a function of capital does not imply that variable input factors, such as labor or short-term working capital, are neglected. We can think of these factors as being maximized out of the problem, i.e., already accounted for in the level of the production payoffs (Strebulaev and Whited [2012] ).
Our model further features an exogenous profitability process. We model this process as a mean-reverting process. Importantly, shocks to current period profitability-think of these as demand or productivity shocks-are partially persistent, i.e., have value and investment implications for future periods, and symmetric. The latter is noteworthy as we are interested in explaining nonlinearities in the data using a symmetric primitive in our model. Lastly, our model features an endogenous investment process. Investment affects capital with a one-period lag (time-to-build), is costly, and causes disruptions to the production process. Notably, we model these disruptions as a symmetric function of investments, i.e., we do not introduce any nonlinearities due to resale discounts or the like. Importantly, the capital adjustment costs make capital investments partially irreversible. This feature makes the decision on next period's capital stock dependent on this period's stock, leading to hysteresis and inter-temporal dynamics in the firm's investment and production process.
Omissions
Our model abstracts from a number of arguably important frictions. We purposefully do so for the sake of parsimony but even more so because of our intent to focus on the key primitives of dynamics in firm value, investment, cash flow, and earnings.
Our model is a partial equilibrium model. Hence, we abstract from general equilibrium effects related to, e.g., aggregate capital allocation and capital pricing (e.g., Gomes [2001] ). Given the interest in firm-level properties of earnings and returns, we argue that modelling the firm as a price taker and abstracting from general equilibrium effects is suitable in our setting.
Our model is situated in a Modigliani and Miller [1958] world. We abstract from financing frictions, e.g., related to information asymmetry (e.g., Myers and Majluf [1984] ) or agency issues (e.g., Jensen [1986] ). While prior literature suggests that firms faced with different financing environments exhibit distinct earnings and return properties (e.g., Ball, Kothari, and Robin [2000] ; Ball, Robin, and Wu [2003] ; Ball, Robin, and Sadka [2008] ), we note that these environments importantly differ in terms of firms' fundamentals such as the volatility of firms' profitability (e.g., Makaew and Maksimovic [2017] ) and their capital adjustment cost (e.g., Fuchs, Green, and Papanikolaou [2016] ; Meier [2018] ). These primary differences are captured in our parsimonious model without the need to add financing frictions.
Our model does not provide the manager with a default option (e.g., Hayn [1995] ). Hence, we abstract from the effect of abandonment in the form of firm exit on the cross-sectional earnings and return properties of surviving firms. Our focus is on the earnings and return properties of an individual firm. This firm has to survive to estimate these properties. Hence, the unconditional profitability in our model simulations is calibrated such that the continuation value is (almost surely) always positive, rendering the exit option-not the abandonment or curtailment of capital-superfluous.
Lastly, we abstract from measurement issues related to accounting rules or managers' reporting discretion. In particular, managers as well as any outsiders know the current period states (profitability and capital) and their implication for investment behavior and firm value (policy and value function) in our model. For our purposes, this is exactly what we want as we set out to study the economic null for earnings and return properties absent measurement issues. For future research on the impact of specific accounting rules/measurement systems, this is the place to add noise in the measurement/learning process or information asymmetries between the manager and outsiders (e.g., Beyer, Guttman, and Marinovic [2018] ; Liang, Sun, and Tam [2017] ; Zhou [2016] ; Choi [2018] ).
Online Appendix Figures
Figure A1
Notes: The figure depicts the flexible polynomial relation between working capital changes scaled by lagged price and returns. The grey area represents pointwise 95% confidence bands. The figure is based on 100,000 observations simulated using an extension of our dynamic investment model adding endogenous working capital accounts to our base model as described in Appendix "Accruals Model". " ) and the corresponding model moments ("Model moments"). The model moments are obtained by minimizing the joint (weighted) distance between the data moments and the model (or simulated) moments via the choice of five model parameters (unconditional profitability, shock persistence, standard deviation of profitability shock, depreciation rate, and capital adjustment cost) using a global (gradient-free) optimization algorithm (genetic algorithm) and the identity matrix as our weighting matrix (Asker, Collard-Wexler, and De Loecker [2014] ). (Table A1 ) using a global (gradientfree) optimization algorithm (genetic algorithm). We follow Asker, Collard-Wexler, and De Loecker [2014] in using the identity matrix as the weighting matrix (e.g., instead of the variance-covariance matrix of the data moments) to avoid the excessive influence of any single moment. In particular, the correlation-based moments are important for the investment dynamics but are less precisely estimated in the data than simple averages and standard deviations. Hence, they would receive little weight in the parameter estimation despite their centrality for investment dynamics and the underlying model parameters. Notes: The table summarizes the J-statistic of the over-identification test for four (nested) models. The J-statistic is calculated using the variance-covariance matrix of the model parameters as the weighting matrix. Given that the model parameters are chosen using the identity matrix as a weighting matrix, the J-statistics are comparably large and the null of the model representing the data generating process underlying the Compustat data is rejected for all models. Hence, we focus on the relative J-statistic values as they are informative about the relative fit of the distinct models and the contributions to fit by the distinct adjustment frictions (e.g., Andrews and Lu [2001] ). Model (1) features no short-run fixed input factor as it abstracts from adjustment frictions, i.e., there are no time-to-build and no convex adjustment costs. Model (2) adds a one period delay (time-to-build) between the time of investment and the time of capital accumulation/installation. Model (3) builds upon Model (1) by adding a convex capital adjustment cost (rather than time-to-build). Model (4) incorporates both adjustment frictions: time-to-build and convex adjustment costs. Earnings-return concavity s-shaped concave concave concave Scaled earnings-return concavity convex concave concave concave Figure 8 Earnings Notes: The table presents a comparison of variants of our main dynamic investment model. Panel A compares the predicted (untargeted) earnings-return properties generated by our main model with the other variant. We use grey shading to highlight predictions generated by the other model variants that correspond to the predictions of our main model. The model predictions are based on 100,000 observations simulated using parameter values as presented in Panel C. Panel B presents model fit (J-statistics) of the different models. The fit reflects the (weighted) squared difference between targeted data moments (see Table A1 ) and model-generated moments (using SMM). Panel C summarizes the model parameter values and state space parameters used in simulating the data and generating the model predictions in Panel A. We use higher maximum capital amounts and a greater number of discrete capital grid points for models with fewer investment frictions. Thereby, we account for the fact that optimal investment and capital values are more volatile and extreme without adjustment frictions. If cash flow from operations per share is missing, we obtain accruals from balance sheet amounts where total accruals is change in current assets (Compustat act) minus change in current liabilities (Compustat lct) minus change in cash (Compustat che) plus change in short-term liabilities (Compustat dlc) plus change in income tax payable (Compustat txp) minus depreciation (Compustat dp). Investment-to-Assets-Ratio is the change in gross property, plant, and equipment (Compustat ppegt) plus the change in inventory (Compustat invt) over lagged total assets (Lyandres, Sun, and Zhang [2008] ). Investment Growth is the percentage change in capital expenditures (Compustat capx) plus expenses for research and development (Compustat xrd) (Xing [2008] ). Investing Cash Flow is cash flow from investing activities (Compustat ivncf) scaled by lagged total assets. The regressions are estimated with year and firmfixed effects. Observations with a beginning-of-period price less than $1 are excluded from the sample and all continuous variables are truncated at the top and bottom one percent to decrease the influence of outliers. Across all panels, the main effects (returns and the negative return indicator) are included in the estimation but their coefficient estimates are untabulated for brevity. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by firm. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Notes: The table presents estimates of the earnings-return concavity coefficient for groups of firms (firm-year observations) within the same volatility (investment quintile), where earnings is defined as cash flow less depreciation (scaled by lagged price). Panel A provides estimates of regressions of earnings defined as operating cash flow less depreciation (scaled by lagged price) on returns, a negative return indicator, and their interaction (i.e., the earnings-return concavity) by volatility quintile. The volatility quintile is defined as firm-level standard deviation of the dependent variable. Panel B provides estimates of regressions of earnings defined as operating cash flow less depreciation (scaled by lagged price) on returns, a negative return indicator, and their interaction by investment quintile. Investment is the investment-to-assets ratio computed following Lyandres, Sun, and Zhang [2008] as the change in gross property, plant, and equipment plus the change in inventories divided by lagged total assets. Across all panels, the main effects (returns and the negative return indicator) are included in the estimation but their coefficient estimates are untabulated for brevity. The estimates are based on Compustat firms from 1963 to 2014. The regressions are estimated with year and firm-fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by firm. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
